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Skim, Penetration and Neutral Pricing: 

Which Strategy is right for you? 

Debbie Richards (Director, Baker Richards) 

When setting pricing strategy, there are essentially three approaches that require consideration. 

The first of these approaches is known as Skim Pricing.  This is where you deliberately set your prices 

high (above the rates that the market might charge) in the knowledge that you will therefore restrict the 

market for the product.  This strategy is particularly successful where you have either a high volume of 

demand or where that demand is relatively inelastic in terms of price.  Using this strategy can also help to 

reinforce the quality of your product. 

The Royal Shakespeare Company in the UK is a good example of a very strong, high quality brand that 

attracts occasional attenders for a ‘treat’, in addition to highly frequent attenders.  Consequently, they are 

able to skim price some of their ‘best’ seats by defining them as “superseats”.  The income from this 

premium price then helps to subsidise the lower priced seats elsewhere in the auditorium: 
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But you don’t have to have the brand awareness of the RSC to pursue this strategy.  Creation Theatre 

Company presents site-specific theatre, including open air Shakespeare in Oxford in the UK.  By 

identifying the key benefits sought by the sector of the market that asks for ‘the best seats’ (for the 

Summer season: front row or row with additional leg-room, pre-show drink, programme, poster, blanket 

or cushion and for the Winter season, in addition, a priority bar queue or a Christmas cracker), it is able to 

offer a package charged at an additional premium.  In Winter 2004, over 10% of customers purchased this 

package.  By maximising income from those willing to pay for a premium experience the company, which 

does not receive any recurrent government subsidy, is able to keep its prices for other markets lower. This 

includes reduced price tickets for students and schools and special promotions such as ‘Kids Come Free’. 

The opposite of skim pricing is Penetration Pricing.  This is where you deliberately set prices below 

what the market would otherwise charge, so that price becomes the main promotional message (“It’s a 

bargain!”).   

The Royal National Theatre’s £10 Travelex season (see case study) is an excellent example of a 

penetration pricing strategy in action.  In a similar example in the US, the Bay Chamber Concerts 

Performing Arts Series introduced the Brewster Point $20 Ticket Program.  The lower prices meant the 

organisation increased the total number of subscribers by 15% and doubled the number of full season 

subscribers.  The fact that they were selling more tickets meant that they actually generated a 3% increase 

in total box office income, despite the lower prices.  Plus there was no impact on perceptions of value 

because customers understood that the cheaper prices were effectively being subsidised by the sponsor, 

Brewster Point.  This is a key consideration in pursuing a penetration pricing strategy: you need to ensure 

that potential customers don’t assume that a low price reflects low quality. 

So, what happens when you take price out of the equation altogether - when your prices are broadly in line 

with what the market would charge? This is known as Neutral Pricing and most arts organisations set the 

majority of their prices based on a neutral approach. 

Norwich Theatre Royal in the UK has deliberately pursued a solidly neutral pricing policy for many years. 

The theatre is located in a relatively small city in the middle of a sparsely populated rural region with poor 

transport links. This means that it has a very limited market and it relies heavily on repeat attendance. It is 

also a market with relatively low incomes, where rising house prices are putting further pressure on 

discretionary expenditure. To respond to these market conditions, the Theatre Royal has adopted a 

consistent neutral pricing policy and focused on providing value to its customers. Prices are set as low as 

costs allow and the theatre will turn down productions that would mean setting prices too high. The theatre 

also offers a wide range of prices and ensures that there are low price seats (£5-£6) available for every 

performance (including for musicals such as Spamalot). They will also not adopt a skim pricing strategy 

even where the opportunity arises as the focus is on engendering long-term loyalty from a relatively 

limited market and consequently the theatre has on excess of 10,000 members of its Friends scheme. The 

http://www.creationtheatre.co.uk/
http://www.creationtheatre.co.uk/
http://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/
http://www.thinkaboutpricing.com/left-navigation/case-studies.html
http://www.baychamberconcerts.org/performingarts.php
http://www.baychamberconcerts.org/performingarts.php
http://www.theatreroyalnorwich.co.uk/
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very significant income from the Friends also provides a financial cushion that helps the theatre to avoid 

having to adopt a more aggressive pricing strategy. 

In the US, the Philadelphia Orchestra took a neutral pricing approach when they harmonised the prices 

across their different subscription packages, including their Subscription Series packages, Create Your 

Own packages and the eZseat Club.  This meant that the reason for opting for one package or another of 

these offers was no longer about the price: taking price out of the equation made a statement that they 

wanted customers to relate to the orchestra in the way that suited them, rather than the other way around.  

This meant that customers could now select a package based on the associated benefits they were seeking 

(advance planning, first priority and seat retention for the Series customers, or the ability to Create Your 

Own package for cherry-pickers, or complete flexibility with the eZseat Club). 

Of course, many arts organisations use a combination of Skim Pricing, Penetration Pricing and Neutral 

Pricing: while most of the strategy is based around neutral pricing: skim pricing is used for customers 

willing and able to pay more through premium offers or packages, while low, accessible prices are used to 

target particular, more price sensitive customer groups, or as part of sales promotions.   

 

For free resources and discussion on pricing in the arts visit www.thinkaboutpricing.com or join the 

LinkedIn group: Thinkaboutpricing. 
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